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No money upfront
No overhead
No risk
Huge profits
This affiliate program
is so good, it is just like
owning your own
business, only much
better.

Free Isn’t Like Free Anymore
Referring people to play free games
may not sound very lucrative. But boy
oh boy that couldn’t be more wrong!
360WIN is not only taking Free to a whole new level, but the word
revolutionary to a whole new level as well.
• A real solution to the world’s gambling problem
• Real funding for worthy causes and charities
• Real rewards for players
• And real money for you

How it Works
360WIN hosts free tournaments to raise money for charities. When a player wins, a
matching donation is made to that player’s chosen charity. Another matching prize is
rewarded to the person who referred that player, YOU!
The uniqueness with 360WIN begins with the high chances of winning and the level of
cash and prizes that can be won. Currently, an average player is playing 3.5 games per
visit at 360WIN. If this rate of play stays consistent, and we believe it won’t, we believe
that rates of play will skyrocket once we expand globally, then the amount you could
make for referring an average player would be.

Drumroll Please

How it’s Possible
Where the money comes from: I knew you were wondering.
To play in 360WIN’s amazing tournaments, a player must first win an entry by playing in a
Qualifying Game. During the qualifying game, players are going to have the game
periodically interrupted by a commercial break. Unlike a TV commercial break, these
videos are more entertaining and have a multiple choice question about the ad that
rewards the players who paid enough attention to get it right. These unique ads pay for
the winner;s entry fees so the players can all play for free. The amount raised with this
type of monetization is greater than pay sites enjoy, allowing 360WIN to offer higher
prizes with better chances of winning -- and all Risk-Free.

How to get Started
Wait, aren’t we going to tell you how if you get 1000 people to play you could make
$12,740 in cash and prizes each month?

NO
You can do your own math. We just need to tell you this: Click here to get started:

